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Enterprise engineering deals with the design of processes which aim to improve the structure and efﬁciency of business organizations. It develops approaches based on modeling techniques, particularly on
business process modeling, to ensure the quality and the global consistency of enterprise strategies and
expectations. Nowadays, risk consideration in enterprise engineering is a growing concern since the
business environment is becoming more and more competitive, complex, and unpredictable. To face this
concern, a paradigm named risk-aware business process management (R-BPM) has recently emerged. It
seeks to integrate the two traditionally isolated ﬁelds of risk management and business process management. Despite the signiﬁcant beneﬁts that can arise from the use of R-BPM, it suffers from a lack of solid
scientiﬁc foundations and dedicated tooling. This present research work contributes to bridging that gap
in a twofold way: (i) by establishing the BPRIM Business Process-Risk Integrated Method framework,
and (ii) by designing a dedicated tool, named adoBPRIM which supports the efﬁcient application of the
BPRIM framework. This paper ﬁrst comprehensively presents the foundation of BPRIM which is based
on three main components and, secondly, its dedicated tool adoBPRIM which was designed using the
ADOxx meta-modeling platform. An evaluation with a real case study in the health care domain shows
the relevance of the methodological framework.

1. Introduction
Business process management (BPM) is both a management
discipline and a set of technologies that support managing by process [1]. It is a paradigm of enterprise engineering that consists of
designing, implementing, controlling and improving business processes in order to increase the ability of the organization to achieve
a global high level of performance. BPM has shown, over the past
decade, to be a valuable approach to confer maturity and agility to
organizations applying it [2].
In the context of BPM, a business process is a symbolic resource,
designed to coordinate value production by organizations [3,4].
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However, the value creation is threatened whenever the process is exposed to unexpected events, whose occurrence can lead
to an interruption of business activities. Hence, a business process is somehow subject to the same qualiﬁcation and availability
requirements as a hardware, software or human resource before
commissioning. Although this observation is widely shared, using
the process model in order to preserve the level of business performance is at present an original approach of business process
management. However, there exists a quite recent awareness,
promoted by the principle of business continuity management
(BCM) [5,6], which signiﬁcantly drives the use of concepts from
the enterprise risk management (ERM) within business process
management concepts. ERM is indeed a systematic approach that
sets the best course of actions under uncertainty by identifying,
assessing, understanding, acting on, and communicating risk issues
[7]. It may confer robustness required to maintain performance in
a changing environment, not necessarily predictable, dominated

by the hazard of internal and/or external sources. These observations led to the emergence of the risk manager job proﬁle in large
organizations. Having its roots in areas such as project management, ﬁnance, and industrial safety, risk management has evolved
toward an established activity in its own right, cross-cutting and
transcending professions within organizations. Indeed, risk management is of increasing importance as business processes tend to
be outsourced into the cloud [8] or executed via Internet of Things
devices [9].
In light of many events which happened in the last decade,
leading to large scandals, it is becoming essential to bring the risk
management practices closer to the business process management
domain [10]. Several studies [11–13] outline that the identiﬁcation
of risks contributes to a better understanding of potential threats
to business objectives. Identiﬁcation is reached by eliciting useful knowledge for both the risk and business process managers.
In this context, clarifying the many relationships between risks
and business processes in their nominal operating condition is a
major issue and a prerequisite to controlling risks. Regarding risk
analysis, the resulting integrated risk and business process model
will help control various risk factors and danger quantiﬁcation
in view of the exposure to given risks. In fact, the risk manager
will use the risk factors knowledge in the context of processes
to better conduct risk analysis and handling. Regarding the treatment of risks, the model will also provide useful knowledge for
preventive and curative actions, since the risk context (i.e., the business process and its environment) is known and formalized in the
model. From a business process management point of view, process engineers and process managers could refer to risk models
for decisions concerning process engineering and control due to a
better understanding of the relationships between processes and
risks.
The need to embed risks into business process models, has
motivated the development of risk-aware business process management (R-BPM) [14,15], which aims at supporting risk and
business managers at different life cycle phases and organizational levels. R-BPM promotes risk consideration in the early
stages of business processes management and enables robust
and efﬁcient business process management within uncertain and
highly changing environments. Although the objectives of R-BPM
are very ambitious, scientiﬁc research in this ﬁeld, compared to
what is published in BPM and ERM, is scarce and in premature
stage. Indeed, studies in this area are conﬁned to a ﬁeld of speciﬁc applications (ﬁnance, IT, etc.) or speciﬁc stages of the life
cycle (design-time, assessment, etc.). There is no methodological
framework to structure and equip this new paradigm in a comprehensive manner and there is no integrated approach covering
both the different stages of the BPM life cycle and the ERM life
cycle.
Since our research contributes to the promotion of this new ﬁeld,
this paper introduces the ﬁeld of risk-aware business process management and its practical considerations. This is a proposition to
set the ﬁrst foundations of a new framework called BPRIM (Business
Process-Risk Integrated Method). BPRIM contributes bridging the gap
of mature and comprehensive R-BPM approaches by strengthening the business process management approach and including risk
management capabilities. Integrating models from two disciplines
is not new in itself. It is well known and used in, e.g., model-driven
enterprise engineering and enterprise architecture management,
where models facilitate the integrated description and control of
an organization’s structure, processes, applications, systems and
techniques [16]. BPRIM supports also both human-interpretable
graphical models that act as machine-interpretable knowledge
base. Our proposal therefore ﬁts into the call for next-generation
of enterprise information systems “which embed modelling tools
and algorithms for model analysis” [17,p. 77].

This paper presents recent achievements of an ongoing longterm research stream – ﬁrst ideas were presented in [18–20]
– devoted to model-driven enterprise engineering through integrated consideration of risk and process management. The
integration aims to lead to an improved performance, thanks to
the use of a common shared knowledge. Drawing upon the principles of enterprise architecture, the BPRIM framework provides
insights and value-driven models able to support risk and process
managers in their duties. BPRIM is based on an integrated management method and a dedicated modeling language. Beyond an
up-to-date literature overview on R-BPM, further main contributions of this paper are the provision of a comprehensive overview
of the revised foundations of the BPRIM framework, an introduction of a modeling tool supporting BPRIM called adoBPRIM, and
an industrial real-world case study showing the application of
BPRIM in the health care sector. The BPRIM framework is built
on three major pillars: (1) a coupling of risk and business process
management life cycles; (2) a uniﬁed meta-model for risk and business processes; and (3) a modeling language for the description of
risky situations from the common perspective of risk and process
experts.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First, we
give in Section 2 an overview of the related works on the coupling
of BPM and ERM and argue about the importance of a methodological support to the integrated management of process-risks.
In Section 3, we focus our endeavour on the detailed presentation
of the main components of the BPRIM framework. Section 4 then
introduces the adoBPRIM modeling tool realized with the metamodeling platform ADOxx. An evaluation of the use of the BPRIM
framework through a real case study from the health sector and a
discussion of its current strengths and limitations are presented in
Section 5. Eventually, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines
directions for future work.
2. Background and related works
In this section, we introduce the necessary theoretical foundations of conceptual modeling before giving a brief synopsis of the
relevant literature considering risk-aware business process management (R-BPM).
2.1. Conceptual modeling methods
Conceptual modeling refers to the creation of an abstract
visual representation of selected real-world phenomena. Conceptual models are created by humans and serve the purposes of
speciﬁcation and understanding of complex systems by applying
abstraction [22]. In this regard, conceptual models respect the cognitive capabilities of human beings. The creation of a conceptual
model is guided by a conceptual modeling language, comprising
the syntactic concepts (or abstract syntax), notation guidelines (or
concrete syntax) and semantic speciﬁcations. In a broader sense,
adding a modeling procedure as well as mechanisms & algorithms
that process the knowledge codiﬁed in the conceptual models
derives what is being referred to in the following as a conceptual
modeling method. Fig. 1 visualizes the components of a modeling
method and their relationships.
Conceptual modeling has emerged from being applied in
general-purpose settings, e.g., in the database domain to deﬁne
an abstract representation for the relational algebra or in the
software engineering domain to deﬁne the structure of software
systems prior to their implementation. It enables diagrammatic
representations of formalized domain-speciﬁc knowledge that is
intersubjectively understandable and machine processable [23].
In recent years, a number of domain-speciﬁc conceptual model-

Fig. 1. Components of modeling methods [21].

ing languages (DSML) and methods have been researched (cf. [24]
for a selection of DSMLs of the OMiLAB [25]). The strength of such
DSMLs is the possibility to align all components of the modeling
method, i.e., modeling language, modeling procedure, and mechanisms & algorithms (see Fig. 1), to the speciﬁc needs, requirements,
and aptitudes of the speciﬁc domain and identiﬁed stakeholders.
This understanding of a modeling method has laid the foundation
for developing the BPRIM framework which will be introduced in
Section 3.
2.2. R-BPM motivation
Business process management promotes reactivity and operational ﬂexibility of organizations. It aims at improved overall
performance and fulﬁlled external stakeholders’ expectations.
Managing business processes, concerns understanding the relationship between the location of value creation and the value
itself [2]. This is achieved roughly through the steps of planning,
designing, and execution. By contrast, enterprise risk management
(ERM) seeks to improve decisions in an uncertain environment
for handling the preservation of value. ERM establishes a balance
between the expectations in a range of acceptable variations in
value and ensures effective deployment of resources. Risk management promotes a good appreciation of the richness and the
ﬁneness of the relationship between value and value preservation
[26].
These two management approaches intrinsically seem to be
independent from each other and form two complementary ﬁelds.
However, an integrated approach would enable managers to
improve decisions in the value creation activities in order to
increase the ability of preserving the value itself. Business process
management designs, deploys, and manages the value creation process, while risk management looks for the preservation of value. A
couple of recent research works have delivered interesting discussions on the challenges of integrating BPM and ERM – giving birth
to the risk-aware business process management (R-BPM) research
ﬁeld.
R-BPM is widely deﬁned as the integration of risk aspects
into business process management in order to increase the riskawareness of an organization’s business processes. This integration
enables the efﬁcient identiﬁcation, detection, and management of
process-related risks [27]. R-BPM promotes risk consideration in
all stages of business processes management and enables a robust

Table 1
R-BPM approaches categorized according to the BPM life cycle stage where they
consider risk, in chronological order.
BPM life cycle stages
Design-time

Run-time

Rosemann and Muehlen [11]
Jakoubi et al. [13]
Panayiotou et al. [30]
Weiss and Winkelmann [32]
Rotaru et al. [34]
Strecker et al. [36]
Fenz [38]
Bai et al. [40]
Shabnam et al. [42]
Lhannaoui et al. [43]
Shah et al. [44]
Pittl et al. [45]

Jans et al. [28]
Wickboldt et al. [29]
Rogge-Solti and Weske [31]
Haggag et al. [33]
Pika et al. [35]
Conforti et al. [37]
Kim et al. [39]
Metzger and Bohn [41]

and efﬁcient business process management within an uncertain
environment.
2.3. Current R-BPM approaches
R-BPM approaches aim to extend conventional BPM approaches
by establishing awareness for external, contextual elements that
impact the way processes are executed or managed. Generally, RBPM approaches are categorized according to the BPM life cycle
[15] stage where they integrate risk aspects. Two categories are
distinguished in the following (see Table 1):
• R-BPM approaches at the design-time stage: approaches which
focus on risk management during the design-time phase of business processes, often referred to as risk prediction.
• R-BPM approaches at the run-time stage: approaches which focus
on risk management during and after the execution of business
processes, often referred to as risk monitoring.
As shown in Table 1, most recent R-BPM approaches concentrate
on the design-time stage of the BPM life cycle. Obviously, managing risks in business process starts by a convenient representation
of risks and their characteristics in business process models. This
representation allows for an understanding of the risk origins in
business processes, their impact on these processes, and the con-

trol and mitigation strategies in place. The approaches shown in
Table 1 developed different strategies to deal with this issue.
An extensive literature review in the area of risk-aware BPM is
presented in [14,15]. We can note from their ﬁndings that there
are only a limited number of articles dealing with this area of
research. These R-BPM approaches could be classiﬁed into two categories with regard to the risk modeling consideration: (1) those
that introduce new risk-related constructs in order to incorporate
risk information into the business process model; and (2) those
that attempt to reason risks using risk analysis methods or techniques without the introduction of new constructs. Because the
research and practice of risk-aware business process modeling is
still very limited, the level of research in this area requires further
exploration, as outlined in their conclusions.
Ref. [11] is the ﬁrst work that deals with risk-aware business
process modeling. In this work, Event-driven Process Chains (EPC)
are extended to consider risks, enabling the assignment of risks
to individual parts of the EPC process. In the same context, several other works have also proposed new graphical notations to
represent risks by the EPC language such as [34]. In [34], the ValueFocused Process Engineering (VFPE) model, which is based on the
extended EPC model, is further extended in order to formalize
the risk concept within business process models. The proposed
approach attempts to represent risks in goal-oriented process models. It also proposes several constraints to formalize the notion of a
risk-aware EPC model. This approach provides a procedural method
for identifying process-related risks and associating those risks
with the business process model. The proposed model is related
to the model in [11].
In contrast, in [46–48], a semi-formal extension of risk-related
modeling constructs to the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) standard is developed. By applying these constructs, one
can encode risk-related information into a process model, such as
the various risk events that can occur and the mitigation actions
that can be taken. Varela-Vaca et al. [49,50] also propose an extension of BPMN with information system security risk domain model
(ISSRM) concepts [51]. The authors illustrate how the extended
BPMN could express assets, risks and risk treatment on few running examples related to an Internet store’s assets conﬁdentiality,
integrity, and availability. Their proposal would allow system analysts to understand how to develop security requirements to secure
important assets deﬁned through business processes.
Similarly, Marcinkowski and Kuciapski [52] and Altuhhov et al.
[53] propose a BPMN extension for risk handling. In these works,
the authors take advantage of the functionality of the error event
as it is of particular importance in risk management. Accordingly,
identiﬁed risks are assigned to processes, sub-processes, or activities to which these risks apply. The standard BPMN language was
furthermore extended with the modeling construct of risk factor,
characterizing a potential risk in terms of type, likelihood, and
impact on business process as a whole. Risk factors are assigned
to BPMN sequence ﬂows.
In [32], the Semantic Business Process Modeling Language
(SBPML) is extended with a number of risk-related constructs and
graphical notations such as risk events, risk control actions, and risk
types. This approach addresses the operational risks in the speciﬁc
context of the ﬁnance domain.
In [54–56], the Risk-Oriented Process Evaluation (ROPE)
approach is introduced, which proposes a three-layer model to capture the notion of risk within a business process model. The top one
is the business layer which consists of business process activities.
These activities are decomposed into their corresponding Condition, Action, Resource and Environment (CARE) elements to form
the middle layer of the model. The bottom one is called the Threat
Impact Process layer that captures various threats that may affect
the corresponding CARE elements and the counter measure activ-

ities. The authors described a simulation process for assessing the
impact of threats on the process activities.
A comparative study of the most relevant approaches related
to BPRIM is provided by Table 2. This comparison is carried out
in accordance with the following criteria whose ﬁrst three items
match with the main components of modeling methods as proposed in [21]:
• Modeling Language: indicates which modeling language is used
to represent risk and business process.
• Modeling Procedure: indicates whether the approach describes
the steps for creating models using the modeling language (i.e., a
life cycle).
• Mechanisms and Algorithms: indicates whether the approach
provides functionality to use and evaluate models.
• Application Domain: indicates the application domain.
• Risk constructs characterization: indicates the degree of risk
characterization in business process models.
• Risk Formalization: indicates whether the approach proposes
novel constructs to capture risk-related information. We assume
that the proposed risk constructs are formalized in terms of
abstract syntax – whether the approach speciﬁes the risk construct using appropriate formal description techniques [60];
concrete syntax (or Notation) – whether the approach speciﬁes
the graphical representation of the proposed risk constructs [60];
and semantics – whether the approach speciﬁes the meaning of
and operations applied upon the proposed risk constructs using
appropriate formal techniques.
• Tool Support: indicates whether the approach is supported by a
tool that permits the creation of models.
The symbol (−) indicates that an approach does not support a criteria, the symbol (+) indicates that an approach largely supports
a criteria, and the symbol (±) indicates that an approach partially
supports a criteria.

2.4. Summary of R-BPM approaches
Overall, the presented approaches mainly concentrate on the
concrete syntax deﬁnition of risk constructs. For instance, the
approach proposed in [57], proposes a set of graphical notations to
represent risk elements that can be associated to business process
activities. However, few approaches tried to formalize the abstract
syntax of risk constructs. Among these few, we highlight the works
of Cope et al. [47,48], Strecker et al. [36], Betz et al. [58], and Weiss
and Winkelmann [32] which design a meta-model to formally [23]
specify the abstract syntax of their risk constructs. We furthermore
found that, with the exception of the work of Pittl et al. [45] and
Weiss and Winkelmann [32], the majority of the recent R-BPM
approaches are not guided by any existing risk standards. Lastly,
only very few of these approaches (4 out of 11) have full tool support
provided. As a consequence, we are highlighting a serious R-BPM
research gaps.
To advance the theory of risk in the business process design
context and establish sound foundations for R-BPM, three research
questions have to be answered. For every research question, we
depict the contribution that this paper makes in this respect:
1. How can the two life cycles of BPM and ERM be coupled? This
article proposes a dedicated R-BPM life cycle.
2. What are the relationships between the BPM and the ERM concepts? This article proposes a uniﬁed meta-model for integrated
risk and business process management.

Table 2
Comparative overview of risk integration in recent R-BPM approaches.
R-BPM
approaches

Jakoubi et al.
[57,56]
Cope et al.
[47,48]
Varela-Vaca
et al. [49,50]
Weiss and
Winkelmann
[32]
Rotaru et al.
[34]
Betz et al. [58]
Strecker et al.
[36,59]
Altuhhov et al.
[53]
Lhannaoui
et al. [43]
Pittl et al. [45]
Shah et al. [44]

Application
domain

Risk-aware business
modeling method

Risk constructs
characterization

Modeling
language

Mechanisms
&algorithms

modeling
procedure

Generic

ROPE

−

−

Generic

ExtendedBPMN
ExtendedBPMN
ExtendedSBPML

±

Generic

Risk formalization

Abstract
syntax

Notation

Semantic

Tool support

±

−

+

−

±

±

±

+

+

−

−

+

±

±

+

+

±

+

−

−

+

+

+

−

−

Extended-EPC

−

−

+

+

+

±

−

Generic
Generic

Xnets
RiskML

−
−

−
−

±
−

+
+

+
+

−
−

+
−

Security
Engineering
Generic

ExtendedBPMN
Extended-EPC

±

±

±

+

+

±

+

±

±

±

−

+

−

−

Generic
Manufacturing

SWRL
ExtendedIDEF3

+
+

±
±

±
±

+
+

+
−

+
−

+
−

Security
Engineering
Finance

3. Which modeling method could support such a uniﬁed metamodel? This article proposed the BPRIM method and adoBPRIM
as a corresponding modeling tool.

3. A uniﬁed framework for risk and business processes
management
This paper develops a comprehensive, unifying and modelbased framework named BPRIM for Business Process-Risk Integrated Method. It is a methodological framework based on the
coupling of two typically separate parts – process management and
risk management. This section describes the major components of
the BPRIM framework: (1) the BPRIM life cycle (Section 3.1); (2)
the BPRIM meta-model (Section 3.2); and (3) the BPRIM modeling
language (Section 3.3).

3.1. BPRIM life cycle
Applying BPM and ERM typically follows a procedural approach,
known as the BPM life cycle and ERM life cycle, respectively. When
aiming to integrate BPM and ERM, one naturally faces the challenge of integrating both life cycles. In the speciﬁc case of BPRIM,
the challenge was to develop a life cycle that enables the design
of risk-aware business process models. The BPRIM life cycle couples steps of the process management life cycle with those of risk
management. This coupling can be made according to one of the
following two approaches:
1. A uniﬁcation approach that fuses different states of each individual life cycle to form a coherent whole. This approach requires
the reconsideration of the logical activity sequences of each
individual life cycle. The uniﬁed life cycle induces a signiﬁcant
change in the practices of BPM and ERM actors. It is a prescriptive
approach, white box-like.
2. An integration approach is based on the principle of the black box
and attempts to link the two individual life cycles by working on
interfaces seeking to build relationships between their outputs
and their respective inputs. This approach, which is descriptive,

strengthens communication between the teams in charge of the
cycles while minimizing changes to each individual life cycle.

In order to maintain the autonomy of business experts and risk
experts and to facilitate the appropriation of BPRIM, we adopted
the integration approach to design the BPRIM life cycle [18,20]. The
underlying assumption was that any activity is prone to risk and
there is no risk without an associated activity. We therefore naturally chose the business process management life cycle as starting
point. Consequently, the risk management life cycle will be driven
by the process management life cycle. Indeed, in order to produce
a new representation of the organization, i.e., the “To-Be” model,
the description of how the organization works effectively, i.e., the
“As-Is” model of the organization, must be deﬁned before risks can
be considered. Besides, it is the same vision that has been taken in
the majority of the work on R-BPM [13,61,15]. This brings us to distinguish two major phases in the ﬁnal cycle: a conceptual phase
associated with the design of the processes which are prone to
risks; followed by an operational phase concerned with the steering
process led by risks.
In this work, the emphasis is on the conceptual phase of Riskaware Business Process Management. In order to deﬁne the life
cycle steps of this phase, we started from the BPM and the ERM
life cycles that are most commonly accepted by their respective
scientiﬁc communities, namely those proposed in [2,62]. Then, we
adopted a Structured Analysis for Real Time (S.A.R.T.) method to
study the information ﬂows that can occur among the stages of the
two cycles. This choice was motivated by the fact that we wanted
to focus on the identiﬁcation of existing interfaces between the
different stages of the two isolated cycles and, in particular also,
where data comes from, goes to, and where it will be stored. The
S.A.R.T. method is a structured analysis and design method which
is widely used to graphically model these kind of data transformations in a system. It includes data-ﬂow diagrams (DFD) to depict
the data ﬂow and supports decomposition mechanisms to display
the inputs-outputs details of each component of the studied system
[63].
Accordingly, we assumed that interaction will be primarily
embedded in a set of models shared by the two cycles according

Fig. 2. Overview of interactions between process design stages and risk management stages.

to a supplier–consumer relationship. The result visualized in Fig. 2
is an alternating digraph which speciﬁes all interactions between
the two life cycles. The arcs are labelled to indicate the usage and
storage of data in the target life cycle step or BPRIM model. Common models (items in bold in Fig. 2) to steps of process design and
risk management are placed in the centre of the graph. Generally,
the BPRIM models act as database for the data to be created, used,
and shared. The detailed description of these BPRIM models is given
in Table 4. An analysis of the graph in Fig. 2 leads to the following
observations:
• The business process models are the main inputs for the “Setting
the context” step of the ERM life cycle which aims to establish the
scope of the risk management project. The steps of discovering
business scenario, modeling processes, and setting the risk context are similar since they result in a set of models which support
process and risk analysis.
• The steps of process analysis and risk analysis are related, which
can be observed by the strong connectivity within these two
stages in Fig. 2. Indeed, the analysis step is based on the knowledge of risk analysis and risk assessment to guide the design of a
new target process. In addition, the risk analysis is based on the
results of the process analysis to determine risk levels, or propose
criteria for classiﬁcation of risks in a risk map.
On the basis of these observations, we have completed this
ﬁrst ﬂow-oriented modeling step in order to propose a coupling
between the two life cycles which takes into consideration the

temporal chronology. Indeed, the DFD-based modeling does not
allow to study the temporal logic of the processes themselves. We
chose Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) to establish
these models which are displayed in Fig. 3. Following the temporal chronology of the comprehensive process and according to the
similarity of the purposes sought by “Discover” and “Setting the
context” activities, these latter shall be meld with “Model” activity
into a scoping step that aims at setting up a context common to
process design and risk management. The business model and the
context model of risk are the main output of this common step. By
the same logic, “Analyse the processes” and “Analyse risks” activities shall be merged into a single activity. This latter should be
incorporated then into a more comprehensive step which aims to
assess process-related risks.
The comprehensive analysis of the BPM and ERM life cycles
models guided the design of the generalized Business Process Risk
Integration Method (BPRIM) life cycle for risk-aware business process management at design-time (see Fig. 3). The iteractive BPRIM
life cycle is triggered by a process-engineering environment and
gradually enriched by a risk management process. It consists of the
following four phases:
1. Contextualize: This phase aims at setting up the context of the
joint management of risks and processes. It can be triggered by
a decision affecting a signiﬁcant change of the context such as
the establishment of a new treatment alternative.
2. Assess: This phase comprises the identiﬁcation and implementation of the joint study of risks and processes to understand

Fig. 3. BPRIM life cycle.

their interactions and possible impact. The outcome is necessary
to prioritize risks and foster the development of risk treatment
alternatives.
3. Treat: This phase considers the deﬁnition of a set of treatment
alternatives which triggers a new iteration of the assessment
phase in order to understand the possible impact of the alternatives. This phase can lead to a reframing – meaning going back to
the contextualization phase – which would require the implementation of risk handling actions. This is being done by ﬁtting
the models or by deﬁning treatment alternatives. The risk handling scenarios that require no change of models will be stored
to be triggered once needed.
4. Monitor: In this phase, a monitoring takes place, checking
whether decisions regarding treatment alternatives have been
taken according to predeﬁned instructions. It also ensures those
alternatives which cannot be implemented through a simple
change of process models at design-time will be transferred to be
considered at deployment time. It is therefore a control phase,
which provides guidance for reﬁnement of the models or the
transition to the implementation phase. However, at run-time
phase, the handling of risks that evolves over time is carried out
by a change in the model, which is compliant with the ISO 31000
speciﬁcation. In other words, knowledge related to the model
evolves with the real system behaviour (as depicted in Fig. 3 by
the cycle loop after the monitor activity). This is also the case for
risks that have not been anticipated yet.

As we noted earlier, the information exchanged between these
phases will be essentially contained in a wide range of BPRIM models and as displayed in Table 4. Based on model-driven engineering
principles, these models must conform to a meta-model, which
integrates concepts related to both, business processes and risks.
The meta-model supporting the BPRIM method is developed in the
next section.

3.2. BPRIM meta-model
The BPRIM meta-model speciﬁes the main concepts handled
during the different stages of the BPRIM life cycle and the allowed
relationships between them. It considers the static aspects of BPRIM
which guide and constrain the development of models. The BPRIM
meta-model puts forward a conceptual uniﬁcation of risks and processes into a common meta-model allowing to comprehensively
address the semantics of R-BPM artefacts. The BPRIM meta-model
was based on one hand on the business process meta-model proposed in the ISO 19440:2007 standard [64] and on the other hand
on our proposition of a risk meta-model [18,65].
The ISO 19440:2007 standard [64] provides an abstraction level
which fully matches conceptual modeling of business processes
from the semantic point of view and offers guidelines which meet
an organization’s needs. It consists of four parts, each linked to
a point of view of the enterprise. The Organizational Management View describes the responsibilities and the authorities in the
domain of the enterprise. The Information View describes the elements of information that represent the objects of the enterprise
(material and informational objects) that are produced and used for
the operations of the enterprise. The Resource View describes the
assets and the resources of the enterprise (e.g., human resources,
technology components). The Functions View describes the business processes, their functionality, behaviours, inputs, and outputs.
Concerning risk modeling, we have noted a lack of conceptual
models playing a similar role as ISO 19440 for business processes
modeling. This observation led to the proposition of a meta-model
for risk, which is based on the study of the internal structure of risks.
Fig. 4a conceptualizes our vision of a risk meta-model. It deﬁnes
risk with regard to the causal and the consequence perspectives.
The causal aspect consists of risk factors that are favourable for
the occurrence of a given risk event. Here, an event is an occurrence, which may cause state transitions within a system. This risk
event is considered being the root cause of a risk situation, which

Fig. 4. Risk meta-model excerpt (a) and speciﬁcation of the concept of value (b).

describes a possible state of the system under study. The state is
evaluated in terms of impact (positive or negative). The causality
and the impact is interpreted by a set of actors while considering
their interests, which is deﬁned in the context of risk. Handling
the risk to be acceptable is achieved by making decisions with
regard to establishing control mechanisms affecting the cause or
the consequence.
A subsequent mapping of relationships between these two
meta-models is based on the concept of Value. Undeniably, this
concept of Value is a hotly debated issue in enterprise management (rules and values), in deployment of organizational strategy,
in performance management, in design, in functional analysis, and
in value-based management [66,67]. For example, we remind that
business processes have been popularized as vectors of value creation by Hammer and Champy [68,p. 38], who states that “a business
process is a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of inputs
and creates outputs that is of value for the customer”.
Considering most deﬁnitions, value creation seems to be a main
characteristic of business processes. However, the concept of value
seems to be ignored while conceptualizing business processes. In
general, value designates the assessment of a value object by a
given stakeholder. This assessment is either quantitatively or qualitatively evaluated in terms of value levels. A value describes the
interest of a stakeholder for a given object and is interpreted by
stakeholders. In this work, we follow the conceptualization of value
as shown in Fig. 4b.
Since a business process is a vector for value creation, a given
object can be assessed different values by different stakeholders.
For example, the performance is important for the process owner,
while compliance is relevant to the quality manager and work
safety to the risk manager. Furthermore, the consequence part of
risk is evaluated in terms of impact. Since, risks are able to cause
value modiﬁcations, it is easy to link a business process to a risk by
deﬁning the impact of the risk as a perception in the variation of the
value level. Considering business processes, a risk is able to modify
the value interpreted by a set of stakeholders. A risk may cause,
for example, performance, quality or compliance variations. Riskaware business process engineering is expected to provide means
so that such variations could be controlled.

This understanding of the value concept allowed us to establish
the relationships between the concepts provided by business process management and risk management. Fig. 5 visualizes the core
of the BPRIM meta-model for risk-aware business process management. Here, for instance, the business process is considered as being
by itself a key value object of an organization. The values related to
this object are expressed by key stakeholders of the organization.
For clariﬁcation purpose, the process performance is for example
a value. Any objects able to cause a performance variation is a risk
factor that will increase the likelihood of occurrence of an instability (risk situation). Other meta-model elements contribute to
semantically relate concepts of risk and process. Examples of such
semantic relationships are the three different source/target relationships between risk, domain, business process, and enterprise
activity, specifying the different kinds of elements responsible for
either triggering a risk or being affected by a risk.
3.3. BPRIM modeling language
The BPRIM language is designed to enable model-based riskaware business process management. The starting point for the
design of this language is the deﬁnition of the abstract syntax based
on the integrated meta-model of Fig. 5. The second step is to deﬁne
the concrete syntax, i.e., the graphical symbols used by the modeler
to design and by the model user to easily interpret BPRIM models.
Given the intention to facilitate the appropriation of this new
language, efforts have been made to reuse process modeling language concepts potential users are likely already familiar with. One
of the most relevant languages that ﬁts our needs is the Extended
Event-Driven Process Chain (eEPC) [69]. In a previously realized
model mapping effort reported in [20], we realized that eEPCs
incorporate constructs and a graphical notation for modeling the
majority of the concepts introduced by the ISO/DIS 19440 and
support the view-based approach. Model views enable clear and
precise representation of different aspects of an organization with
different levels of abstraction. Another argument for choosing eEPC
is its openness for extensions. For example, in an eEPC process
diagram, one can graphically specify the objective of an activity
and also the physical and human resources required for its imple-

Fig. 5. Excerpt of BPRIM meta-model.

mentation. It is important to note that this ability to represent the
organizational elements with a sufﬁcient level of detail (in terms of
responsibility, role, and owner) is essential for risk analysis. Hence,
it is worth highlighting that the BPMN language is not able to handle this crucial need since it neither permits to connect multiple
resource allocations to the same activity, nor to model objectives.
We point out that logical operators of EPC correspond to business
rules in ISO/DIS 19440.
The BPRIM modeling language reuses eEPC constructs and notations and extends them with additional language constructs for
risk-aware business process management by specialization (e.g.,
event, stakeholder, and process), new operators (e.g., operators
between risk and treatment methods), and the related grammar
with new relationships (e.g., compositional relationships, generalization between risks) [19,70,71]. Table 3 lists the basic elements
concerned with risk modeling in BPRIM with their graphical representation.
In order to simplify the inherent complexity of dealing simultaneously with risks and business processes, we have applied a
viewing mechanism on top of the integrated BPRIM meta-model.
This viewing mechanisms utilizes the complexity reduction mechanism of model viewing by concentrating on selected aspects
individually. Consequently, the different views, represented as
diagrams, use only a subset of the BPRIM modeling language

which reduces the complexity of model creation for users and
improves comprehension of models by human beings. The overarching BPRIM model is then re-constructed by combining the
information covered in multiple views. Some of the BPRIM diagrams such as EPC and Organigram are well known in enterprise
modeling and already integrated into several enterprise modeling
tools. Others like the context diagram, risk diagram, and risk analysis
diagram have been newly introduced in order to meet the speciﬁc
needs of BPRIM. Table 4outlines the aims and content of the newly
introduced BPRIM diagrams (using bold font).
4. Implementation of adoBPRIM on ADOxx
Technical feasibility of the BPRIM framework is evaluated by a
conceptualization and implementation of BPRIM with the ADOxx
meta-modeling platform [72]. This section brieﬂy elaborates on
the building blocks of ADOxx before the adoBPRIM tool will be
presented.
4.1. ADOxx meta-modeling platform
To prepare the ground for the implementation of the BPRIM
method as a modeling tool, we have investigated and analysed
several meta-modeling platforms such as (EMF) [73], Sirius [74],

Table 3
Excerpt of the BPRIM modeling language for risk modeling.
BPRIM object types

BPRIM relation types

1

Characteristics of the system
affecting the cause or the
consequence of risk.

1

8

Inﬂuence relation of a factor
on an event. Inter-event
inﬂuence relation.

2

The state in which a risk event
may lead the system.

4

6

Representation of the
belonging of the risk to a risk
class. The direction indicates
the class of risk.

3

The value exposed to risk.

4

4

Representation of the risk
aggregation relationship.

4

The possibility of a situation
affecting an asset.

4

4

Representation of the risk
generalization relationship.
The direction indicates the
general risk.

5

Activities planned or executed
in order to face a risk.

8

2

Causality relation between an
event and a risk situation.

6

Construct that represents a
class including a breakdown
structure of risks.

2

3

Impact relation between risk
situation and asset.

7

Construct that represents a risk
indicator.

4

7

Association which could
outline relationship between
risk and risk manager, or
between risk and risk indicator.

8

Construct that represents a
non-risky related event.

4

*

Affect association which
outlines that a given risk acts
on a given business process
concepts (process, activity, and
object).

9

Organizational unit that is
involved in risk assessment.

3

9

Interest relation between a
stakeholder and an asset.

10

AND operator, OR Operator and
XOR Operator.

4

5

Treatment relation between
risk and risk treatment
measure.

MetaEdit+ [75], Oryx [76], MS DSL Tools [77] and ADOxx [72]. These
platforms usually provide many features required for the implementation of modeling tools for graphical modeling languages.
The criteria used for the analysis of these platforms are derived
from BPRIM requirements and presented in Table 5. The comparison focuses on the software licensing, the user-friendliness,
the required knowledge, the collaborative functionality (e.g.,
multi-user, Repository provision), the ability to accommodate userdeﬁned notations, to support multi-view modeling, to implement
user-deﬁned algorithms, to conﬁgure objects in models, to query
models, to simulate models, and the ability to check models.
Compared to the others, ADOxx is a multi-user platform that
provides a repository based on a relational database for meta-

models and models. It is built upon the conceptual modeling
framework visualized in Fig. 1. To introduce meta-models to
ADOxx, no advanced knowledge of a programming language is
required – in contrast to the use of the EMF with the Graphical
Editing Framework (GEF) and the Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF) which requires a deep knowledge of the Java programming
language. In addition, the ADOxx platform provides functionality
which facilitates the management of models in the created modeling tool. For instance, ADOxx provides components and modules to
analyse, simulate, and evaluate models. Besides, ADOxx has been
widely used in industry and academia. In the past twenty years, tool
support for more than 40 domain-speciﬁc modeling languages has
been realized with ADOxx (see [24] for an overview). Based on these

Table 4
Correspondences between BPRIM models and BPRIM diagrams in the process risk design cycle.
BPRIM model

Aims

BPRIM
Life cycle step

Content

BPRIM diagram

Business Process Model

Manage relationships and
concepts speciﬁc to the
company.

Contextualize

Business Process,
Enterprise Activity, Event,
Data Function, Information,
Resource, Organizational
unit, etc.

- Chain diagram for the
macro process
- Organizational diagram
- EPC diagram

Risk Context Model

Manages relationships
among assets, stakeholders
and values.

Contextualize

Organizational unit,
Organizational role,
Operational role, Value, etc.

- Risk Context diagram

Risk Analysis Model

Relates causes and
consequences of risk.

Assess

Risk factor, Risk event, Risk
situation, stakeholder,
Value, etc.

- Risk Analysis diagram
- Cause diagram

Risk Characterization
Model

Characterize the risk in its
environment

Assess

Risk, Risk class, Risk
indicator, etc.

- Risk extended EPC
diagram
- Risk diagram
- Risk Inventory diagram
- Risk Relationship
diagram

Risk Mapping Model

Promote an overview of
risk exposure and support
action decisions.

Assess and treat

Risk, Severity, Likelihood,
Criticality.

- Risk Mapping diagram

Treatment Scenarios Model

Manage treatment
scenarios and understand
their effects on risk
mapping.

Treat

Control, Treatment, Risk,
Risk Indicator, etc.

- Risk extended EPC
diagram

observations, we have chosen the ADOxx platform to implement
the BPRIM method and to realize the adoBPRIM tool.
4.2. adoBPRIM modeling tool
The main goal of the adoBPRIM modeling tool is to enable the
graphical editing of artifacts conforming to the BPRIM meta-model.
Moreover, adoBPRIM will enable to analyse, and asses risks of a
business process by following the BPRIM life cycle. In this regard,
we have adopted the approach advocated by Bork and Sinz [78] to
implement adoBPRIM with ADOxx. The approach is based on three
stages:
1. Introducing the modeling language by deﬁning a mapping
between the language concepts and the concepts provided by
the ADOxx meta-metamodel [21].
2. Designing the graphical visualization of the modeling language
concepts in ADOxx.
3. Implementing mechanisms & algorithms which process the
knowledge captured in the models, thereby increasing the value
of the modeling method and the utility of the modeling tool and
realizing the modeling procedure.
Fig. 6 gives an overview of the realized adoBPRIM modeling tool.
The adoBPRIM diagrams (see Table 4) are realized as model types in
ADOxx and mapped to speciﬁc stages of the BPRIM life cycle (left
side of Fig. 6). By this structure, the adoBPRIM tool guides the user
in choosing the right diagram according to the currently engaged
BPRIM life cycle stage. As shown on the right side and bottom of
Fig. 6, the graphic notation palettes are contextualized according to
the model type that the user has selected. In this regard, adoBPRIM
supports multi-view modeling and hides complexity from the user.
Based on the BPRIM life cycle, a modeling procedure has been realized which exploits the following mechanisms and algorithms:
• Veriﬁcation/Validation: veriﬁcation and validation functionalities are speciﬁed on different levels, ranging from cardinality
checks as syntactical checks (checking whether all constraints

of the BPRIM modeling language are satisﬁed) to source-target
validation. The objective of this mechanism is to ensure the accuracy of diagrams created by checking their structure according to
several deﬁned syntactic and semantic rules.
• Risk Assessment: The risk analysis model is analysed and evaluated using a risk assessment matrix. The latter is a classical
method to conduct qualitative risk assessment. The objective of
this mechanism is to automatically produce a risk matrix which
visualizes the different risk levels. To this end, some basic rules
should be followed:
 The basis for risks to happen is the standard deﬁnition of risk
criticity as a combination of severity of the consequences and
its likelihood. The output risk level is determined by the product of severity of consequences and likelihood, and illustrated
in a two dimensional risk matrix.
 Severity of consequences, likelihood, and risk level can be
divided into different levels, respectively, with qualitative
descriptions and scales.
 Deﬁnitions for the qualitative values (i.e., minor, major,
medium, high, very high) were based on qualitative scales
deﬁned by the Haute Autorité de Santé (National Authority
for Health in France- or HAS).
 Based on the acceptance criteria, we deﬁned three risk levels:
low, moderate, and high.

The tool has been developed as a project within the Open Models Laboratory, a worldwide community of modelers and modeling
method developers [25]. A free download and further information on adoBPRIM are available through the corresponding project
page1 .

1
adoBPRIM project page [online]: http://austria.omilab.org/psm/content/BPRIM/
info, last visited: 08.07.2019.

Fig. 6. Overview of the adoBPRIM modeling tool.

5. Experimentation and evaluation
The aim of our experiment is: (1) to evaluate the capabilities
of the BPRIM method to analyse risks and business processes in
an integrated manner, (2) to determine its advantages and limitations compared to currently used methods, in particular the ALARM
(Association of Litigation and Risk Management) method [79], and
(3) to identify potential improvements of the proposed approach.
For reliable results, similarly to [80], we use a real world case study
to evaluate our BPRIM framework. Indeed, we modeled and analysed the medication-use process within an existing hospital in
France.
This section is structured as follows: Section 5.1 brieﬂy provides the context of the experimentation. The method used for
conducting the experiment is then outlined in Section 5.2. Eventually, Section 5.3 discusses the experimentation results with a focus
on lessons learned and requirements for further improvements of
BPRIM.
5.1. Experiment context
The medication-use process is the fundamental system which
provides the basis for safe medication use within the health care
environment. Thus, ensuring medications are used and secured in
the most appropriate manner and across all settings [81]. It consists
in a complex and multidisciplinary process, involving numerous
practitioners and it is composed of several stages (i.e., prescribing,
dispensing, administration and medication monitoring). Indeed, it
may involve up to 36 activities from the moment a doctor considers prescribing medication to the moment when this medication is
actually administered or taken by the patient.
This complexity causes a risk of Medication Errors (ME), which
can involve serious consequences for the patients. Indeed, in 2015,
the French National Authority for Health (FNAH) considers that 40%
of the serious adverse events are of medication error origin. For this
reason, the safety of this process is at the heart of the guardianships

in health care facilities. In 1995, the work of Leape and Bates [82]
radically changed the way people think about the causes of medication error. They highlighted that error is often the end result of
a complex chain of events that either contributes to the error or
renders it difﬁcult to detect. Their work demonstrated the need for
a systems approach to the medication error problem. Coupled with
mounting public concern and awareness of the medication error
problem, the physician and pharmacy leaders were sensitized to
explore new approaches for medication error management [83].
Currently, some risk management methods are used in health
care facilities. These methods essentially focus on teamwork (intervention of pharmacists, doctors, nurses and risk management
team) to reduce the number of adverse drug events (ADEs) due to
medication errors. Speciﬁc structures, called Experience Feedback
Committees (EFCs), were created to analyse ADEs within a medical
department. An EFC is a multidisciplinary team representing the
diversity of the functions encountered in the medical unit. The EFC
members meet regularly to examine reported ADEs. The principle
is to choose only one ADE per meeting in order to analyse it thoroughly and propose corrective actions. The choice is based either
on the severity of the event or on its likelihood.
To analyse an ADE, the committee uses the so-called ALARM
(Association of Litigation and Risk Management) method [79].
ALARM aims to get a picture-pause of the current situation and
to identify the latent factors that have contributed to cause the
ADE so as to set up error reduction strategies. Medication errors
may be classiﬁed according to the stage of the medication-use process in which they occur (prescribing, dispensing, administration
or monitoring).
The experiments have been conducted with the Intercommunal
Hospital Center of Castres-Mazamet (CHIC) and focus on the quality control of its medication-use process for elderly in the Geriatric
department. This choice is largely motivated by the fact that older
adults are at a greater risk of medication errors. Indeed, they tend
to take multiple medications (i.e., ﬁve or more prescribed drugs)
during a day, referred as poly-pharmacy. In such multiple medi-

Fig. 7. Risk Context (top left), EPC (top right), Risk extended EPC (bottom left), and Risk Analysis (bottom right) diagrams in adoBPRIM.

cation settings, quality and safety of the medication use process is
highly sensitive.
5.2. Experiment method
The experiment was carried out in four main stages over a period
of six months. Several actors of the CHIC were involved in this
experiment, speciﬁcally two doctors, three nurses, two pharmacists, one pharmacy technician, and the Quality Manager of the
hospital.
• In the ﬁrst stage of experimentation, we observed the
medication-use process in the Geriatric department at CHIC in
order to deﬁne the study perimeter, to identify the involved
stakeholders, and to create the as-is models of the medicationuse process. At this stage, it is worth noting that a training was
provided for the identiﬁed stakeholders to introduce the main
concepts of BPRIM and to show the use of the adoBPRIM tool. A
focus at this stage was for participants to discover the different
BPRIM diagrams and to understand their aims. The deliverable
at this stage was one context diagram, four value-added chain
diagrams and 14 EPC diagrams presenting a detailed functional
and organizational view on the medication-use process in the

Geriatric department. These diagrams were created and validated
in collaboration with the experimentation team. All participants
agreed on the models, representing the current way to perform
the process.
• In the second stage we observed the risk management method
which is currently used in this department. To this end, we have
joined and participated in an Experience Feedback Committee
meeting where an Adverse Drug Event was analysed by a multidisciplinary team using the ALARM method.
• In the third stage of experimentation, we studied 10 real serious ADEs that have been reported by professionals related to
the medication-use process in Geriatric department at CHIC. The
ADEs had been analysed by the EFC using the ALARM method.
The aim of this stage was to analyse these ADEs with the BPRIM
method and compare the gained results with those produced by
the ALARM method. To this end, we analysed, for each ADE, potential and reported facts and risk events that contribute to the ADE
occurrence. Afterwards, we evaluated each ADE using the risk
matrix deﬁned by the French National Authority for Health (HAS).
The deliverable at this stage was one BPRIM Risk diagram and
one BPRIM Risk Analysis diagram for each ADE. After all ADEs
were analysed, a BPRIM Risk Map was produced that ranked all
ADEs by criticality order (as shown in Fig. 8). These diagrams
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were also subsequently validated by the experimentation team.
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5.3. Experiment results
This experimentation allows us to evaluate the feasibility and
the relevance of the BPRIM framework with respect to its support of Risk-aware Business Process Management. Moreover, we
are able to compare BPRIM to an existing method which was used
at CHIC. Regarding the chosen application ﬁeld, it is worth noting
that people in charge of the medication-use process and health system at large, are not yet familiar with R-BPM approaches and that
their risk management tools are often limited to the use of simple
spreadsheet ﬁles listing the most frequent risks. This is why the use
of the BPRIM framework has been proved more efﬁcient than the
traditional method since it was able to formalize more knowledge
about risks allowing more comprehensive analysis in a business
process context. BPRIM evolves the state of the art from survey
based methods with literal means of investigation and analysis to
a graphic based method with algorithms.
By carrying out a critical view of the used risk method in
CHIC, we can say that error is often the end result of a complex
chain of various factors and risk events that contributes to the
ADEs occurrence. Therefore, analysis of ADEs should focus on the
vulnerabilities of the medication-use process rather than on individual errors. Thus, key to analysing ADEs is a well understood
medication-use process that sheds light to the vulnerabilities and
weaknesses related to the organization. This is why the BPRIM
method recommends to create an as-is view of the system under
study prior to the analysis stage.
Thanks to the adoBPRIM tool, we efﬁciently designed more than
50 diagrams that allowed us to place the identiﬁed risks in their
business process context and to automatically evaluate them in
order to prioritize the potential risks. As a result, a broader knowledge base has been established, which is useful for the effective
management of the hospital medication-use process and compliance control. This knowledge base was shared, thanks to adoBPRIM,
among several actors involved within this process for checking and
validation.
This experimentation revealed that new users of adoBPRIM easily adopted the tool which enabled them to enhance the knowledge
base by adding several new diagrams and linking them to other
related diagrams. Users also argue on the gain they will achieve by
sharing the knowledge base with colleagues. Indeed, it allows them
to have a comprehensive vision of risks which is not limited to the
medical department which they belong to, as it was the case with
the ALARM method. It has been also valued as a useful brainstorming tool for improving the quality of pharmacological management
as well as the patient care processes.
Besides, undertaking this experimentation has led to ﬁgure out
three major weaknesses of the current prototype of the adoBPRIM
tool which will be dealt with in future versions. The ﬁrst one is
related to consistency of multi-view models. As shown in Fig. 5,
BPRIM Meta-model comprises views on risk, business process,
organization, and value. These multiple views bring inevitable syn-

Fig. 8. Evaluation of ADE accordingly to the French National Authority for Health recommendations.

tactically and semantically overlaps when establishing the different
diagrams under adoBPRIM. In this context, it will be crucial for the
utility and the applicability of our multi-view modelling method to
keep these multiple views consistent and provide suitable visualizations. The second weaknesses concerns the risk evaluation
method implemented in adoBPRIM. Currently, we only use a qualitative method. It will be also interesting to integrate quantitative
evaluation methods for a more comprehensive risk analysis. The
third weakness points out to the lack of algorithms and mechanisms in order to study the risks propagation and their impact on
values created by activities and which are interesting for stakeholders.

6. Conclusion
Risk consideration in enterprise engineering is of increasing
importance since the business environment is becoming more and

more competitive and unpredictable. This need has given rise to
the risk-aware business process management (R-BPM) paradigm.
It consists of the integration of risk aspects into business process management in order to increase the risk-awareness of an
organization’s business processes. R-BPM aims to improve global
performance and robustness of business process management by
enabling a strong collaboration between process and risk management teams.
Investigations and literature analysis that we conducted
revealed the weakness of this paradigm with regard to maturity and
theoretical foundations, which is necessary for structure, experiments and comprehensiveness, for the scientists as well as for
professional practitioners. This research was therefore motivated
by these needs.
Our main contribution consists in the design of the BPRIM
framework as a path toward the ﬁrst foundations for risk-aware
business process management. Adopting the vision of method
concept from information technologies and drawing upon the prin-

ciples of enterprise architecture, BPRIM suggests an integrative
approach with three components:
• A BPRIM life cycle based on coupling the stages of existing BPM
and ERM life cycles. Considering information exchanged between
the synchronized life cycle of process design and risk management, a set of models was identiﬁed and realized as diagrams
regarding the input and output of each step.
• A conceptual uniﬁcation of risk and process based on the coupling
between the process meta-model proposed by the ISO/DIS 19440
and the risk meta-model that we have deﬁned at a generic level. In
this context, the concept of value has played the role of keystone
between these two meta-models.
• A semi-formal graphical modeling language with meta-model
and notation. We extended the ISO/DIS 19440 constructs with
a new set of constructs for risk modeling. The outcome is a
model, which is considered as the abstract syntax of risk enriched
process-modeling languages. In order to support an operational
usage, a visual concrete syntax is proposed by extending the eEPC
notation.
For modeling artefacts conforming to the BPRIM language and
automatically assign risks at a business process level following to
the BPRIM life cycle, a dedicated modeling tool called adoBPRIM has
been built on the ADOxx platform and was may openly available
through the OMiLAB [25].
For evaluation purposes we applied the BPRIM method and the
adoBPRIM tool to the quality control of pharmacological management in a French hospital. We have chosen this application domain
because the medication-use process in hospitals is a complex
and knowledge-intensive one. Here, any process stage is indeed
a source of potential errors that may cause risks to the patient’s
health. It is also a highly regulated process for which risk management practices have become an imperative by public authorities.
Thanks to the BPRIM method, we have analysed risks in their
business process context and we were able to evaluate them
accordingly. The results obtained thanks to the adoBPRIM tool were
veriﬁed and validated by professionals in the ﬁeld and were largely
concordant or even more relevant in several cases than those
obtained by the currently used method. Of course, this method is
not limited to the health care sector. The generic character of the
BPRIM meta-model makes it usable to any other sector, such as civil
engineering, transportation, crisis management, etc.
Besides, the feedback gained from the experiment reveals
few shortcomings about the current version of the adoBPRIM
implementation which remain acceptable given its young maturity which is emphasized on the design-time stage. To overcome
these weaknesses, we are currently working on a new version of
adoBPRIM, which will integrate new functionalities for risk management. We intend to enhance the run-time stage by adding new
features to the modeling environment such as simulation capabilities to: study risk propagation, evaluate risk impact, and stress test
control mechanisms. To these ends, currently the laboratory is conducting PhD research on business continuity management and risk
propagation analysis methods, the results of which will reﬁne the
proposed BPRIM method and extend the adoBPRIM tool.
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